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Act One - "The Best Divisions": TWIB examined the competitive quality 
of MLB's six divisions, regarding which is best and has the most difficult 
race. The players were asked to state their case as to which division is the 
toughest. 
        In the AL East, the Red Sox, Rays and Yankees have all been in the 
World Series in the last few years; furthermore, every roster in the division 
is loaded. The AL Central has most of the premier pitching with stars like 
Justin Verlander and Zack Greinke. In the AL West, all the teams got better 
in an effort to beat out the Angels, the perennial division champs. 
       The NL West has very deep pitching -- Tim Lincecum, Matt Cain, 
Brandon Webb and Dan Haren to name a few. It is extra hard to win the NL 
Central because it is the only division with six teams, as opposed to the 
normal five. This division also has some of the best power hitters in all of 
baseball -- Albert Pujols, Derek Lee, Lance Berkman and Prince Fielder. 
The NL East has outstanding pitching -- Johan Santana, Jair Jurrjens, 
Tommy Hanson and Ricky Nolasco. Also, the defending NL Champion, 
Philadelphia Phillies added Cy Young Award winner Roy Halladay to their 
mix.        
Educational theme: If winning isn't important, then why keep score? 
Educational theme: Competitive balance is the essence of sport; one 
should be always finding ways to win. The ultimate victory in competition is 
derived from the inner satisfaction of knowing that you have done your best 
and that you have gotten the most out of what you had to give. 
Educational theme:  Putting together a team is a process that only takes a 
few good men and women. Every revolution began with small groups of 
people.  
 
Act Two - "History of Divisions": The concept of divisions in MLB is 
relatively new, but everyone agrees it has brought us some great moments 
and rivalries. Many of these moments were cited. The fiercest rivalry in all 
of sports is the Yankees and Red Sox, which may be best documented by 
the Yankees' Bucky Dent's memorable home run to defeat Boston. In 1993, 
the last four-division format competition went down to the wire between the 
Braves and the Giants before Atlanta won the NL West title.      



        Historically, MLB was divided into two eight team leagues, where the 
two pennant winners played in the World Series. But in 1969, after MLB 
expanded by adding four teams, each league was split into two divisions. 
This resulted into two tiers of post-season play, a.k.a. the four-division 
format. Then in 1993, two more teams were added to the NL, which 
drastically changed the big league landscape and allowed additional teams 
in the playoffs. The three-division format included each division champion 
and a wild card team in post-season play.      
       The TWIBIA answer is NY Yankees' Alex Rodriguez; who has the most 
30 home run, 100 RBIs and 100 runs scored seasons? Alex has 12 such 
thirty-hundred-hundred seasons and is the only active MLB player on the 
list of leaders. 
       The Winning Road Trips segment salutes the teams and players that 
are able to win away from home. This past week, the Boston Red Sox went 
to Toronto where they swept the Blue Jays with three straight wins.  
Educational theme:  History is a vital aspect of sport, especially providing 
standards of achievement and evaluation while providing year round fun 
and interest for both players and fans. 
Educational theme:  Landmark performances are those that mark a 
turning point in history. An athletic accomplishment with historical 
significance is one that is marked for preservation by aficionados, players 
and national governing bodies of sport. 
Educational theme: Excitement and drama are components of competitive 
athletics. It enhances the fun and interest for both players and fans in the 
game of baseball. 
Educational theme:  Milestones are methods to define achievement and 
preserve elite athletic performances. Records provide much of the tradition, 
lore and customs of sport. 
 
Act Three - "Pepsi Refresh": The Refresh Project recalls the men and 
moments in MLB history that helped change the world by breaking down 
barriers to building communities. The brightest star in MLB is NL MVP 
Albert Pujols with nine consecutive seasons of 30 home runs and 100 RBIs 
to begin a career. Albert is also valuable to the greater St. Louis 
community, especially through the Pujols Family Foundation, which 
provides funding and support for children with Downs Syndrome. The 
highlight of Albert's cause is the annual "Buddy Walk." On several 
occasions, the children have asked, "Albert, will you hit a home run for 
me?" This recalled the famous Babe Ruth story where he too was asked, 
"Hit a home run will ya Babe?" Often, the legendary Babe Ruth did just 



that. On Albert's special day, he hit three home runs for the kids. 
        The XM Call of the Week celebrates some old school baseball in 
Anaheim. The Angels' Howie Kendrick dropped a RBI bunt hit to win the 
ball game versus the Cleveland Indians. This is a rare "walk-off bunt hit." 
        The Rookie of the Week segment honors the top rookies in both the 
American and National Leagues. In Minnesota, Luke Hughes began his big 
league career with a home run becoming the ninth player in the history of 
the Twins to hit a home run in his first MLB at bat.         
Educational theme: Charity is a benevolent act to help the needy without 
any expectation for reward. It is an act of love and a wonderful example of 
character. 
Educational theme: Giving back to the community through community 
service activities or social meetings is important to the life of the community 
and its cultural aspirations. 
Educational theme: The glory and romance are preserved in the 
chronicles of landmark performances, because history is written by the 
winners. 
Educational theme:  Clutch performances occur when a player delivers 
prime efforts time after time. 
Educational theme:  Trivia is a seemingly superfluous and insignificant 
event; however, it is an important component of baseball legend, lore and 
tradition. For both fans and players, trivia is a source of fun and interest in 
the American institution called baseball.  
 
Act Four - "Going All Out": TWIB looked back at the MLB All Star Game 
between the leagues. Since its inception in 1933, players have approached 
this game in a manner unlike all-stars in any other professional sport. 
Winning is of the utmost importance. From 1963 to 1982, the NL won 19 of 
the 20 games. In 1983, Boston Red Sox All Star Fred Lynn hit the first 
grand-slam in All Star Game history to begin the AL's current domination of 
winning. The AL has won 20 of 27 during that stretch, including the current 
unbeaten streak of 13 straight. With so many fine moments to remember, a 
few include pitcher Pedro Martinez's four consecutive strike outs and 
Ichiro's inside the park two-run home run. The players play with a sense of 
purpose and this game provides an opportunity for the players to showcase 
their superior skill. 
       The Big League Blast comes from Milwaukee, where the Pirates had 
lost 22 straight games. They finally snapped the streak of losses at Miller 
Park when Ryan Doumit hit a grand slam home run to break the game wide 
open. 



       The Step Up To The Plate story congratulated the NY Mets' David 
Wright, who reached a millenary milestone in just his seventh MLB season 
with his 1000th base hit. 
Educational theme: Recalling landmark events in a career are informal 
ways to evaluate performance, activity, and achievement. It is an account 
of athletic history collected, written and preserved for future generations. 
Educational theme: Players must learn that the name on the front of the 
uniform is more important than their name on the back. The team is more 
important, than the individual. There is no "i" in TEAM! 
Educational theme:  Documenting landmark achievements is the history 
of the present. But if you lose sight of the past you lose sight of the future. 
This is the glory and romance preserved in chronicles. 
 
Act Five - "How 'bout that!": The plays of the week were presented to the 
song "Paradise Lost" by Save Our Souls from their album, "Hard to be 
Human." Several home runs and clutch base hits were shown. There was a 
series of athletic, great and sensational diving catches made by infielder 
and outfielders. Ike Davis' first home run was further documented. The NY 
Yankees first triple play in more than 40 years was highlighted.  
Educational theme:  Sports pedagogy is an important aspect of the 
learning process. Demonstration and explanation are initial steps in the 
process. Children learn best by watching and mimicking athletic 
performance.  
Educational theme: Records are parts of the game, but are significant 
when the team wins. 
Educational theme: The artistic value of sport can be found in the beauty, 
grace, and rhythmic movements of elite athletes. The aesthetic quality of a 
well-executed play enhances the appreciation of baseball. 
Educational theme: Once the student-learner has carefully observed the 
required effort and the bio-mechanics of the premier athletes, then the 
movements can be more easily duplicated and performed by the learner. 
The student is then physically educated. 


